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Problem Description

The *Policy DRA User’s Guide* for DSR Releases 5.0, 5.0.x, 5.1, 6.0, and 6.0.x each contain a table called “Answer Processing by Policy DRA” with a row for CCA-U. The "Condition" column has incorrect text.

Note: Policy DRA always requests to process CCA-U messages, but CCA-U messages never refresh session lifetime. RAA messages refresh session lifetime.

Impact

The customer may find the information contained in the “Answer Processing by Policy DRA” table regarding CCA-U messages to be confusing.

Needed Actions

In the row for CCA-U, the column "Requested by Policy DRA" should be updated with the word "Always". The column for "Condition" should be ignored, as it is not applicable.

Customers should store this bulletin with their associated DSR documentation location for reference.

This notice is provided information to Oracle customers about issues identified with our systems. If you have any questions about this notice, call the My Oracle Support main number at 1-800-223-1711 (toll-free in the US), or call the Oracle Support hotline for your local country from the list at http://www.oracle.com/us/support/contact/index.html.

For more information, see the latest version of the *Policy and Charging Application User’s Guide* on the OTN at http://www.oracle.com